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Hope Never Dies

No one knows how much I owe

Reaping what I’ve sown from lifetimes ago

As I note this ode, my soul implodes

Because I know we’re much too old,

Too wise to fold and hide from what Life holds at our side.

Let’s ride.

Funny money

Running hungry

Drums of honey

Funds that numb me

There’s been enough for us

Then tough for us


Never preparable. Where are the parables?
But these times do find their rhymes relining my spine

   Inspire me to define what is mine.

   My Life. My Love. My Strife and all the beauty that’s ever came of.

   It’s all the same Love.

We girls and boys share the same joys

Bare and tame noise

Dare to claim voices which we call our very own

   Tones barely grown

   So much there to know.

We are human.

New men and women

Driven then dropped

Living then lost

   But still striving to thrive and keep hope alive because hope never dies like in ‘75

   When the stillness of night instilled in us fright

   Veiled from us light,

   Could have killed us. We fight.

   For our lives, for their lives

Family.

Em and Chi.

Five and five was ten, but then again, one never made it in.

Elbow to elbow

Chin to chin
Set on the vision to be free once again.

Sea to sea

Gust of wind

And yet they never gave in.

And as I stride beside my dear Bà Ngoài,

Thirty five years have gone by

And that time resides in her vibrant eyes,

Still alive with that fire for all she had desired and more.

To arrive with a new Life

A mother, a wife

With stars and stripes adorn, her babies’ babies being born

On western shore to live like those before.

Movements in circles

Trueness in the purples and pinks with every setting sun

Summons one to become aware that the cycle of this life,

And the next, and the next is never done.

Because we’re all spun from one thread woven,

From the beginning of time

Even ever before it’s begun.
Works From the “Family Tree” series

(Top; from left to right)
1975, 2011, mixed media on panel, 5 3/8 x 4”
Bà Ngô ạ (Grandmother), 2011, mixed media on panel, 5 3/8 x 4”
Ba Có Phủ (Grandmother’s Grandmother), 2011, mixed media on panel, 5 3/8 x 4”

(Bottom; from left to right)
Mother’s Parents, and Their Ten Children, 2011, mixed media on panel, 5 3/8 x 4”
The Predecessors, 2011, mixed media on panel, 5 3/8 x 4”
Rooted, 2011, mixed media on panel, 5 3/8 x 4”

Inspired by my Vietnamese roots, this growing series aims to document my family history. Upon the pages of my late great aunt’s prayer book, I’ve incorporated family photos and imagery drawn from their personal memories.
I Am My Grandmother’s Granddaughter
2011, Oil and acrylic on canvas, 40 x 30”
Collection of Paul Saunders, San Francisco, CA

As we stood before a portrait of my grandmother, I shared an intimate moment with a kind-hearted gentleman who cupped my face in his hands and said to me:

“Sweetheart, you are your grandmother’s granddaughter.”

These words found their rhythm into this portrait.

On Our Way
2007, Oil, latex, and joss paper on canvas, 48 x 60”
Collection of Christopher and Susan Ausschnitt, Naples, FL

On their journey to America, my husband and his family traveled through the jungles of Vietnam, Cambodia, and Thailand.

They experienced the wages of war. They have survived. They move forward. With each trial, we recognize our resilience and our strength to move on.
**Remember**  
2004, Oil on canvas, 48 x 36”  
Collection of Paul Nakada and Christine Hoang, San Francisco, CA

When the Viet Cong invaded North Vietnam, my family began moving their family south, where they and their children could be free from communist rule.

This painting is dedicated to those who have sacrificed in order to allow their loved ones a greater opportunity.

---

**Sũa Xụa (Milk of Old)**  
2012, Mixed media on canvas, 48 x 36”

Milk is first form of nourishment that is offered to a newborn child, representing fertility and God’s blessings.

My great-grandmother, stoic and strong, prepares for the migration to the “land of milk and honey”. She holds my dear mother whose eyes fill with wonder toward a bright future.
Thirty Days
2006, Oil on canvas, 48 x 48” (diptych)

In 1975, my family found refuge on a Vietnamese naval ship while the Viet Cong invaded South Vietnam. They spent weeks at sea before they were rescued. To board the ship, they crawled across a ten-foot rope ladder, suspended above the surface of the Pacific Ocean.

Má Cured in Vietnam
2010, Mixed media on cardboard, 20 x 28”

Through this portrait of my mother at age seventeen, I honor my mother and her various personalities—the nurturer, the friend, the provider, the free Spirit and the survivor.
Sáng, Sông, Sang Sông, Sang (To Lighten, To Live, To Cross a River, To Arrive)
2012, Charcoal, joss paper and hand stitching on paper, 24 x 30”

This piece observes the faith by which my mother lives her life, and the persistence by which she presses forward in this life.

The Vietnamese hand-stitched text reads, “sáng, sông, sang sông, sang”, translating to “to Lighten, to Live, to Cross a River, to Arrive”.

About the Author
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